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Student activists come
together for weekend of
skillsharing and organising
Left-wing student activists from
across the country met on the 7th,
8th and 9th September in London to
begin organising across universities
for the next academic year. From
Glasgow to Exeter, well over 100 people
were in attendance. Discussions were
had on topics ranging from rent strikes,
to helping to win a ‘Yes’ vote in the
current UCU strike ballot, to fighting
the far-right on and off campus. Crucial
national networks were set up to help
coordinate these wide-ranging yet
common struggles.
The event was co-hosted by over
a dozen local and national student
activist groups including the National
Campaign Against Fees and Cuts
(NCAFC), NUS Trans Campaign,
People & Planet, RENT STRIKE, UCU
Rank & File, Campaign Against Arms
Trade Universities Network, local ‘Cut
the Rent’ groups and Labour societies,
and many more. It was a huge success;
campaign plans were written up, and
passionate debates and discussions
were had. All in attendance agreed that
the event was not only useful and good
development, but also a lot of fun.
In bringing together a diverse mix of
students on the left from the length and
breadth of the country, an immense body
of experience could be shared to build a
much more powerful organisation to win

our demands in every region of the UK.
It was agreed that a national publication
should be produced to share news of left
activist groups widely, and provide space
for a broader conversation about the type
of education system we want to see and
build. You can find out more about some
of the weekend’s discussions within this
bulletin, as well as the Feminist Student
Activist day that was held on the Friday,
or by speaking with one of your local
organisers.
For too long student resistance

movements and campaigns have been
defensive. This must be reversed. We
are leading the charge to take back our
universities and colleges for students
and staff. We are meeting again nationally
in October to strengthen our movement
and take this forward. Please look out for
details of this online, or in the next edition
of The Left Student Bulletin…
By Joshua Lovell

INSIDE: Welcome! More about us // Update from Student Feminist Campaign Day // How marketisation
damages mental health // Why are university halls so expensive?
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Welcome! A little more about us...
We are left-wing students – university and college postgraduates and undergraduates – united in our vision to
change our system for the better. Many of us organised
to defend our university staff in the recent Universities
and College Union (UCU) strike over pensions, and want
to continue fighting to democratise our institutions, which
continually place our education and the working conditions
of its staff in jeopardy. We want to reverse the creeping
marketisation of our universities, which is shackling staff
into insecure and exploitative contracts and burdening
students with a worsening mental health crisis, alongside
unjust levels of debt.
But we can’t fight marketisation solely through isolated,
defensive, local campaigns. As a national problem, it requires
a national-scale reaction and solution. That’s why, having all
come together at the Student Activist Weekender reported
on on page 1, we have agreed to form a new national
student activist group, the precise name and form of
which is yet to be decided. This organisation would a place
to skillshare and debate ideas, and to coordinate nationally
to support major actions like upcoming university and
college workers’ strikes. It would also be a place where we

can organise together to transform the National Union of
Students and Labour Students so that they are radical and
democratic bodies focussed on supporting and amplifying
the key struggles grassroots student activists are currently
organising around.
We want as many students and activist groups involved
in setting up the new student organisation as possible,
so if you’re interested please get in contact with us at
nationalcampaignagainstfeesandcuts@gmail.com.
Alongside this new national organisation, we have also
set up the Student Left Bulletin. Modelled on workplace
bulletins historically published by trade unionists, this
will be distributed to activist groups across the UK and
published online as a way to keep activists informed of
national developments, share inspiring local actions, and
link up local students and activists across the UK.
If you want to help in this fight and develop a vision for
what our education system could be like, or want to write
for the bulletin, you can find details of local organisers on
page 4. Solidarity!
– The Student Left Bulletin Editors

Student Feminist
Campaign Day: A report
Student Feminist Campaign Day
Report
I am a student, I am twenty-two years
old and I am a woman. I have never had
a space in which to discuss liberation
and campaigning issues with just women
(and non-binary folk and those with
marginalised or no gender identities, of
course). This is largely due to the way that
the patriarchy intersects with all kinds
of other oppressions, and so discussing
ways to tackle it in isolation are largely
unfruitful. This, combined with the fact
that cis-men still dominate many activist
circles, make spaces where we can talk
about these issues rare. The student
movement is no exception to this.
So it was exciting for me in September,
when I had the opportunity to attend the
Student Feminist Campaign Day (open
only to self-defining women, non-binary
folk and those with marginalised or no
gender identities who experience gender

oppression), I jumped at the chance! I
was not disappointed; the day was every
bit as empowering and inspiring as I
had hoped. Many workshops were run
throughout the day and all of them were
well-attended and interactive. A particular
highlight for me was the session run by
Decrim Now called Sex Workers’ Rights
Are Workers’ Rights, which covered the
current legality and precariousness of
sex workers making a living in the UK
and further afield. A very compelling case
was made for the decriminalisation of sex
work (note: different to legalisation!) and
why all workers and feminists should
consider it a priority. It was interesting
for me to hear about how sex workers
often feel robbed of their agency as
they’re so commonly painted as victims
without a choice. I was also particularly
inspired by the work that’s been done
to encourage sex workers to unionise,
as well as the accounts of a strike which
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took place back in March and managed
to shutdown the streets of London’s
Soho. Off the back of this workshop,
we’ve agreed collectively to: work with
Decrim Now, SWARM and ECP; organise
a speaker tour on decriminalisation and
its importance; follow up on what NUS
sex worker policy and lobby accordingly;
organise around the morality clauses that
allows universities to penalise sex worker
students; pass motions in our SUs and
TU branches on campus in support of
decriminalisation; and organise similarly
in local Labour Party groups.
Eden Ladley (the NUS’ LGBT Officer
Woman’s Place) also hosted a very
informative trans liberation talk, with
particular focus on the GRA (Gender
Recognition Act). Following a general
discussion on the best ways to support
trans women and fight transmisogyny, it
was agreed in this session: to organise
events in the first weeks of term to fill

Why are my halls so
fucking expensive?
A consistent trend across universities
is the skyrocketing rent in university
halls. All across the UK, halls rents are
escalating, suggesting deeper, structural
reasons for rent hikes. Two reasons can
be outlined.
Firstly, since 2010 direct funding to
universities has been been majorly cut
and now universities are almost entirely
reliant on your £9,000+ fees for funding.
Whereas before university funding was
always guaranteed, now it is insecure –
unis now need to spend copious amounts
of money on PR, visit days and brochures,
to attract your loans. However, it also
means that unis look for other ways to
make funding more stable – one way to
do this is to increase rent and channel
this money back into management and

expansion.
Secondly, universities are acting ever
more like businesses (a direct result
of policy changes in higher education)
– universities now aim ever more for
profit and expansion. As such they want
to gather enough money to make this
possible. They do this by amongst other
things: cutting pay, putting
staff on worse contracts – and
of course making the rent very
damn high!
But it needn’t be this way.
There is enough wealth in our
society to make education
and housing accessible for all.
We can only do this through
collective and disruptive
action. One way in particular

out the GRA consultation; to organise
speaker events where possible; to pass
motions in SUs; to organise similarly in
local Labour Party groups; to support the
NUS trans campaign around housing campaigns for LGBT only housing; and
that no political party has a policy on
trans healthcare, so it will be important
to organise for the LP to have policy and
generally around gatekeeping, funding
etc.
Additionally, the panel discussion
around bossbabe feminism (if it can
even be considered feminism!) vs. class
struggle feminism was very informative,
delivered by Becca Harrington, Justine
Canady and Susan Kelly. If you’re not sure
what bossbabe feminism is (I wasn’t!)
then basically it refers to the fact that
having more women in the top positions
of corporations and in more positions
of power does not actually support the
liberation of women throughout society,
as those women will ultimately be using
their positions of power to oppress other
women. As an environmentalist, I must
admit I was expecting ecofeminism to
come up in this discussion, and was a
little surprised that it didn’t. I suppose
it doesn’t really matter what we call

these things, anyway, so long as we get
the gist across. The panelists talked
about the repackaging of feminism as a
marketable product and how it’s easy to
use the word to sell products, it’s almost
become meaningless. Liberal feminism
has become the mainstreamed version
and it’s far more socially palatable than
its radical alternative. We discussed
how this means that real class struggle
feminism that advocates for socialist
approaches to the oppression of women
and others with marginalised identities
was far more productive.
Our next talk was on migrants’
rights and detention centres by NUS
Women’s Officer Sarah Lasoye. It was
heartbreaking to hear that immigration
detention centres are such hotbeds for
abuse, but none of us were very surprised.
Sarah encouraged us all to advocate for
the abolishment of detention centres.
The fact that huge private companies
are tasked with running detention
centres means there’s financial incentive
for them to detain people, and exploit
them for manual labour. We collectively
agreed that there was a need to organise
more around detention centres and the
demonstrations that take place at them.
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has been to organise rent
strikes whereby students
withhold rent en masse and
gain collective leverage over
university
management.
Students
from
London,
Brighton and Bristol have been
involved in this and in some
cases have made massive
wins as big as £1 million in rent cuts and
freezes and bursary increases.
Let’s make housing accessible for all!
Let’s cut the rent!
If you are interested in running a ‘cut
the rent’ campaign on your campus, see
page 4.

Following that we heard from Jade
and Annie from Goldsmiths Justice
for Cleaners. They told us about the
situation at Goldsmiths, where the
university had outsourced their cleaners
and security - meaning they feel they
don’t have to take responsibility for their
poor pay and working conditions. Many
of them are migrant women who struggle
with English, making them easier to
exploit. The way shifts are done for
these cleaners is that they’re fragmented
and separated from each other so the
campaign have done food events to
bring them all together to talk about
organising against the university. They’ve
held multiple demonstrations and we
arranged to attend one that very evening
together and actioned that we’d follow up
on the campaign in the future too.
After all of the fantastic workshops, we
came to the joint conclusion that linking
up to create a socialist feminist student
organisation called the Socialist Feminist
Campus Collective would be a productive
way forward. As our statement of aims,
we agreed the following: “we will discuss
and debate ideas amongst ourselves,
learn from each other, link up campaigns
and actions, share model motions, run

(continued overleaf)

Marketisation hurts
your mental health
CW: mention of suicides
One of the most tragic development in
universities recently is the rapid increase
in students and staff seeking mental
health support. The number of students
seeking mental health support has more
than doubled, whilst drop out levels
and suicide rates amongst students
are at record highs in many institutions.
Meanwhile, the majority of staff in HE
work more than 50-hour weeks and, as
a recent Labour Force Survey showed,
stress accounts for more than 40% of
work-related ill health cases.
Of course, every individual case is
different and down to a complex of
factors. However, a significant factor that
cannot be ignored is the role that market
reforms have played. “Marketisation”
is the name given for the overall set of
policies, processes and the interaction of
institutions with these changes that result
in institutions competing for funds rather
than receiving stable and direct funding.
The result of this process in the context

of mental health is the prioritisation of
increasing financial intake and cutting
costs over and above the wellbeing of
students and workers.
The material and psychological
effects of marketisation go further than
cuts to pay and increases in debt. There
are less obvious but very significant ways
in which marketisation impacts on us.
Firstly, there is the rise in student numbers
coupled with an insufficient increase in
space. Universities, in particular Russell
Group universities, have increased
student numbers in some cases by more
than 25% in the last ten years but failed
to sufficiently increase the study and
living spaces for students. Secondly, the
insufficient rise in teaching and support
staff. Marketisation drives institutions to
have bigger classes whilst keeping staff
to a minimum and/or hiring more staff
but on insufficient pay and conditions.
Finally, these poor ratios are also present
in student-counsellor ratios. The Higher
Education Policy Institute recommends

/// Feminist campaign day, ctd. ///

All-in-all, I had a really interesting
day and learned so much. I was really
inspired by what I believe we can achieve
organising together as socialist feminists,
and I can’t wait to start campaigning for
women’s rights on my campus!
By Ella Wilkinson (TSD Swansea
Environment Society) and edited by
Becca Harrington (Oxford Brookes SU

speaker tours, produce zines, put on
events to spread and develop our ideas
in the student movement. We will bring
these struggles and more into the NUS
to spread good examples of socialist
feminist activism, and fight for socialist
feminism in the NUS and on campus.”

Interested in getting involved in...
The bulletin?

Email nationalcampaignagainstfeesandcuts@gmail.com

Supporting the
upcoming HE
strikes?

Join the Facebook group “Students Support the
Strikes”, email the above address, and contact your
university’s UCU or Unison branch.

Doing a ‘cut the
rent’ campaign?

Like and message RENT STRIKE on Facebook, who will
add you to the national co-ordinating/working group.

Anything else?

Email nationalcampaignagainstfeesandcuts@gmail.
com; we may be able to put you in touch with local
activists on your campus!
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a student-counsellor ratio of
1:1358. However, the average
rationcurrently stands at 1:5000.
All of these conditions mean that
students feel more isolated and
are, in fact, less able to turn to
help if they need it.
A further factor impacting
student and staff mental health
is the rising cost of living. This is not
only due to student maintenance not
keeping up with costs and the current
housing crisis, but also universities
themselves hiking rent in halls. As it
stands, average rent in university halls is
around £131 per week. These rent hikes
are due to universities’ drive to expand
and compete as higher rent intakes
help universities to back loans from the
private sector in order to finance these
expansion projects.
Whilst it’s important to criticise and
call for improvements in counselling
services within universities and the NHS,
the current mental health crisis has
economic roots that cannot be solved by
simply employing more counsellors. If we
want to fight the crisis we need to reverse
marketisation and replace our education
funding system with one that ensures
education is free and directly funded by
government, and that all universities are
well-funded and well-resourced.
Women’s Officer). If you’d like to get
involved with the Socialist Feminist
Campus Collective and find out how you
can campaign around these issues at
your university, please contact Maisie
Dowdeswell at maisierosesanders@
gmail.com.

What’s going on at
your campus? Rent
hikes? Course cuts?
How are you fighting
back? Let us know!
Email
nationalcampaignagainstfees
andcuts@gmail.com with your
article and see it in the next
issue!

